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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic mechanical vibrations in solids are widely used in non-destructive testing, and high-power applications such as ultrasonic welding or soldering. The visualization of ultrasonic wave propagation in transparent
solids is helpful for understanding the ultrasonic behaviours. The classical method of photoelasticity allows the
visualization of the static stress distribution in birefringent materials. Utilizing recent high-power LEDs in the
photoelasticity allows to capture dynamic stresses by high frequency stroboscopic light. High frequency stationary and transient oscillation processes in elastic solids can be visualized with this method. The designed LED
array in this paper has a dimension of 210 mm×300 mm, and every LED has distance of 38mm to each other,
and the light intensity has a homogeneity value. The temporal and spatial resolution of stress-optic systems depends mainly on the dynamic properties of the lighting technology used. The high speed synchronization of the
stroboscopic light sources results in a high temporal resolution of the photoelasticity analyses. This enables the
photoelastic investigation of highly dynamic load conditions, such as longitudinal waves and transverse waves.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic techniques, such as ultrasonic welding, ultrasonic motors, and ultrasonic friction reduction, are widely
investigated in research and applied in industry.1, 2 The highly dynamic vibrations can be visualized through
dynamic photoelasticity. Four dominant recording methods for dynamic photoelasticity are high speed framing
camera, the Cranz-Schardin system, Q-switch ruby laser, and stroboscopic light system.3 Among these four
methods, stroboscopic light system has the advantage of affordable price for high quality results. Becker initially
investigated impact problems with a strobe light, which permits the recording of a dynamic event by a photoelastic camera. When the illumination is aligned in phase with the dynamic stress wave propagation, the stress
distribution appears frozen.4 A stroboscopic light system is the key technology to synchronize the light pulse to
the frequency of vibration. Light emitting diodes (LED), as light source, offer obvious advantages over traditional
light sources, such as spark discharge stroboscope or commercial gas discharge stroboscope tube stroboscope, in
high efficiency, optical output power, modulation dynamics of short pulse and frequency, thermal management,
and price.5–7 A single LED may not be appropriate for the whole field of visualization. Instead LED arrays are
used to provide large homogeneous light fields. This depends on the topology of the circuit to achieve a sufficient
optical output power. Meanwhile, the current through the LED array should be switched fast enough and ensure
stable control for each light pulse signal.
For studying of dynamic stress in transparent solid, this paper proposes an stroboscopic light system, which
is based on IGBT driver control circuit to modulate frequency and pulse duration of the LED array. This paper
first introduces the principle of photoelasticity, then the design of the LED array, and stroboscopic driver control
circuit. The modulation of the pulses of the LED characteristics is achieved by measuring the current through
LED. Finally, the stress gradient distributions with the designed stroboscopic light system are shown.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DESIGN
In this section, a stroboscopic light system for dynamic photoelasticity is introduced. Dynamic photoelasticity,
as measurement principle, will be first presented. The LED array is designed to provide a homogeneous light
together with a polariscope, which can provide a whole field stress distribution. A custom designed LED driver
circuit was built to modulate the frequency of light pulse.

2.1 Principle of photoelasticity
Photoelasticity is an effective method to study inner stress or strain inside transparent birefringent materials.
When a birefringent material is under stress, it shows double refraction characteristics. This effect resolves
incident polarized light into two components, respectively along a fast and a slow axis. Because of the velocity
difference, there is a relative phase shift. The two components interface each other after passing through the
birefringent material. The principle stress and the refractive index can be expressed in the stress-optic law:8
σ1 − σ2 =

N fσ
h

(1)

where

λ
(2)
C
σ1 − σ2 is the principal stress difference. N is the fringe order, C is the stress-optic coefficient h is the thickness
of the material. fσ is the dynamic material stress fringe value. For dynamic situations, fσ value is generally
10% − 30% higher than the static value of the material.9
fσ =

Dynamic photoelasticity is often used for transient stress analysis, which requires correct synchronization
of dynamic oscillations with stroboscopic light. For dynamic photoelastic studying, the exposure time depends
on the speed of the stress waves in solids. To capture a longitudinal stress wave with speed of 2000m/s, the
exposure time should less than one microsecond. Some dynamic cameras can achieve this fast framing rate.8
In this paper, the stroboscopic imaging technique is used to visualize stress distribution induced by ultrasound
wave in transparent polycarbonate. The light source for stroboscopic technique will be discussed in the following
sections.

2.2 LED module
The LED module is specifically designed for use for photoelastic visualisation. The selected size of the illuminated
area is chosen to be close to an DIN A4 format (210 mm×300 mm). The main target of its design is a homogeneous
light distribution to minimize a possible source of misinterpretation due to non-uniform light distribution in the
resulting photoelastic images. To achieve the most homogeneous light distribution, several parameters in the
design have to be considered. Those include the opening angle of the LEDs, the heat dissipation, the diffuser
used and its distance to the LEDs. Even if the LEDs are mounted on an actively cooled heat sink, their number
is limited by their heat dissipation. The maximum number of LEDs results from the quotient of the maximum
heat to be dissipated by the heat sink and the amount of heat generated per LED. With the condition that
M-by-N equally spaced LED shall be used, the maximum total number of LEDs is calculated, according to
n=

θi − θu
RthGi + RthMi
−
,
RthK · Umax Imax
RthK

(3)

where θi = 150◦ C is the maximal junction temperature, θu = 45◦ C is the ambient temperature, RthK = 0.3 K/W
is the heat resistance of the heat sink, Umax = 3.5 V is the maximal driving voltage, Imax = 1.4 A is the maximal
driving current, RthGi + RthMi = 5 K/W is the sum of all 40 LEDs thermal inner LED and surface connection
resistances. This leads to maximum of 41 LEDs that can be driven safely. The matrix chosen is a 8-by-5 LED
matrix, which results in a distance of 38 mm between the LEDs. The next step is the evaluation of the optimal
distance between the LEDs and the diffuser. To evaluate this, the light distribution is examined. In the model
the light distribution of all LEDs is calculated and superimposed. Additionally, mirrors at the edges of the
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module are simulated to achieve a more homogeneous distribution at the edges of the illuminated plane. The
distribution is calculated by10, 11

2
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Erel (x, y, z) = z m
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where Erel is the relative illumination, x, y, z, are coordinates, while d is the distance, M -by-N is the LED
matrix size, and
− ln 2
(5)
m=
ln(cos θ1/2 )
is a value that considers the opening angle θ1/2 of the LEDs. The results are then used to calculate the
homogeneity that is defined as
Emin
.
(6)
h=
Emax
A variation of the distance d provides the optimal distance for a most homogeneous light distribution. The
design for the LED module is shown in Fig. 1. LEDs are mounted on the the cooling block, and on the top with
a distance of z is diffusion screen. The mirror is used to reflect and restrict the light in the light module, even
the boundary of the LED module has a homogeneous light distribution.

Figure 1: Concept design for the LED module

2.3 Light distribution of the LED module
The results of the simulation utilizing the model described in section 2.2 as well as a camera based experimental
validation are shown in Fig. 2. This figure depicts the relation between the distance between the LEDs and the
diffuser and the resulting relative homogeneity. It can be observed that there is an optimal distance that leads to
the most homogeneous distribution, which is located around d = 38 mm for both the model and the experiment.
In the simulation results, the diffusion screen effect on the light homogeneity was not considered. This explains
the curve didn’t fit to the experiment results. Due to results of experiment, a distance of 38 mm is used for the
final setup. Fig. 3 shows the final light distribution as a picture and evaluated picture of the final setup with
a distance of 38 mm. The homogeneity of the distribution is calculated to be above 97 %, which is a sufficient
value, so the influence of the light distribution has a minimal effect on the photoelastic experiments.
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Figure 2: Relation between distance and homogeneity of the illuminated surface

Figure 3: Picture of the light source and evaluation of the light distribution

2.4 Design of IGBT control circuit
For driving high frequency stroboscopic LEDs, transistors or Metal Oxide Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
are triggered by pulses from a function generator at a certain frequency and pulse width.12, 13 A MOSFET is a
field effect transistor where the gate is insulated with a silicon oxide, which isolates the gate control signal from
the higher power current flow through the device and operates the high current with small current and voltage.
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Insulated Gate bipolar Transistor (IGBT) is essentially a MOSFET controlling bipolar junction power transistor
with both transistors integrated on a single silicon. Due to their ability to switch high currents and voltages,
IGBTs are used in the introduced LED driving circuit. Fig.4a shows the topography of the designed circuit, and
the variation of the light pulse width and switching frequency of light pulse is controlled externally by function
generator. It consists of four functional modules. The voltage regulator module is in charge of providing the
stable voltages of 5V and 15V for the supply of other circuit components. The Optocoupler (HCPL2630) isolates
the signal of function generator from the driving signal. The control signal passes further through the IGBT
driver (IXDI609) to the gates of the IGBT switches. IXDI609 has low propagation delay of 60ns, a fast rise
time of 35ns and a short fall time of 25ns. G1 and G2 are IGBT (STGBL6NC60DI) from ST microelectronics,
which have the ability to endure 6A and a maximum voltage of 600V. The components were soldered onto
a printed circuit board (PCB) as shown in Fig. 4b. The driving circuit is supplied by external high voltage
source. The developed LED driver circuit allows to vary the switching frequency and the power of the LED array
independently(S2). For the present investigation only the varies of frequency is examined. The is the reason
why G2 is set to high level permanently. The intensity is varied by the duty cycle of the input signal S1.

(a) Design of the stroboscopic LED control circuit

(b) PCB board for stroboscopic LED driver circuit

Figure 4: Integrated PCB control circuit for stroboscopic LED array

2.5 Stroboscopic imaging system
The experimental setup is illustrated as Fig.5. The stroboscopic circuit driver is powered by a DC high voltage
supplier and a 24 V DC source. The high voltage supplier is in charge of the LED and the 24 V DC source is
powering for the voltage regulation of driver circuit. The function generator is used to control the frequency and
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pulse width. The stroboscopic module contains the stroboscopic LED control circuit and drives the LED array.
A polycarbonate excited by ultrasound transducer is placed between the polariscope. A digital camera is placed
on the other side of polariscope. In case of transient visualization, a high speed camera can be used to capture
the transient wave propagation in solids.

Figure 5: Illustrated experiment setup for stroboscopic imaging system

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the light distribution of the LED array and the current through LED arrays will be presented.
The dynamic stress distribution induced by longitudinal ultrasound inside the transparent polycarbonate during
different phase will be shown.

3.1 Stroboscopic characteristics of the light source
In theory, the brightness of LED increases linearly with the current. However, the continuous operation of LED
leads to thermal effect, therefore the brightness-current characteristics of LED is non-linear under continues
current state conditions. Gunarathne showed that, LED relative brightness and forward current are in linear
relation, and more efficient in pulsed operation mode than in continuous mode.7 The pulsed operation mode
allows LEDs to cool down between adjacent pulses. Considering in a cycle pulse operation, the average of
pulsed mode LED are relative low, however the peak power can reach higher values than the limited current in
continuous operation,13 as shown in Eq. 7. Pavg is the average power of LED, and Ppeak is the peak power of
pulse, and W is the pulse duty cycle.
Pavg = Ppeak · W
(7)
Through a current probe, the current passing thorough the LED array was measured, and the current status
reflects the pulse effect of the LED array. Fig. 6 shows the current through LED array controlled by driving
circuit. 20 kHz and 70 kHz of the repeating light pulse are selected to show the ability of the driving circuit.
The rise time of the pulse is 1µs, and the fall time of the pulse is 50 ns. This presents fast switching on and off
ability. Pulses duration is t = 1/f · W , f is the frequency set by function generator, W is the pulse width. For
the case of 20kHz and 70 kHz, the time between two adjacent pulse are 50 µs and 14 µs. The pulse frequency
can be precisely controlled with a sharp rising and falling edge. On the right side of the figure, the various width
of pulse are also demonstrated from 2 % to 20 %, which proved the pulse width can be precisely controlled.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Modulation of light pulse width and frequency. (a) 20kHz with 20% of the whole cycle (b)Modulation
of 20kHz pulse widths (c)70kHz with20% of the whole cycle (d)Modulation of 70kHz pulse widths

3.2 Dynamic stress distribution in solid
To couple ultrasonic waves in solid, a ultrasonic transducer is used and connected with the solid as shown in
Fig. 7. The ultrasonic transducer consists of four PZT ceramics(PIC-181) and aluminium parts. The excited
frequency of the ultrasonic transducer is provided by frequency function generator. Ultrasonic longitudinal waves
are expected to propagate in axis direction. Another frequency generator is used for driving the LED. When
the light is synchronized to the vibration frequency of the ultrasonic transducer, stress distribution induced by
ultrasonic wave appears. By adjusting the phase between the ultrasonic driving signal and the pulsed light signal,

Figure 7: Experimental setup for transparent solid and ultrasonic transducer
the stress distribution in transparent solid can be visualized. The scheme for synchronizing of pulsed light and
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the vibration frequency of ultrasound in solids is shown in Fig. 8a. The red part indicates the light pulse, and
the blue curve indicates the ultrasonic signal excited in ultrasonic transducer. When the light pulses and the
driving signal of the transducer are in phase, the fringe pattern appears stationary. The grey part indicates the
phase shift between pulsed light and the ultrasonic signal generated in the ultrasonic transducer. By adjusting
the phase from 0 to π/2, the various status of ultrasonic wave can be recorded with the digital camera. This
method is limited to reproduced vibration. And Fig. 8b provides the rapid identification of stress gradients
zones with different colours induced by ultrasonic waves in solids. The relation between the photoelastic colour
and the stress inside the solid can found in Michel-Lvy interference colour chart.

(a) Scheme for synchronizing of light signal to the vibration frequency of
ultrasound in solid

(b) Stress distribution induced by ultrasound wave in polycarbonate at
various phase shift

Figure 8: Visualization of ultrasound wave with frequency of 23.6kHz in polycarbonate.
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1
λ=
f

s

E
ρ

(8)

For the birefringent material with density of ρ and Young’s modulus E, driven by a frequency f, the longitudinal wavelength of the stress wave can be calculated according to Eq. 8. From the data sheet of the polycarbonate,
the density of polycarbonate is 1.2×103 kg/m2 , Young’s modulus is 2400 MPa. The excited frequency for ultrasonic transducer is 23.6kHz. The measured value is about 60mm, and the theoretical calculated wavelength
59.9mm of longitudinal wave. The pattern shown in Fig. 8b can be regard as the longitudinal wave inside the
polycarbonate. However, this formula should be carefully used, it is suits for long and thin beam. For other
shapes of solids, the wavelength may vary. Not only the longitudinal wave can be visualized, the transverse wave
with frequency of 22.8 kHz in polycarbonate is shown in Fig. 9. This method can be used for rapid identifying
stress gradients. There are many mature stress image techniques for photoelasticity. In this paper, the stress
distribution will not be further discussed.

Figure 9: Transverse wave with frequency of 22.8 kHz in polycarbonate.

4. CONCLUSION
The stroboscopic light system for dynamic stress visualization is introduced in this paper. The frequency and
pulse duration of light pulse is demonstrated to be precisely controlled. The rise time of the pulse is about 1µs,
and the fall time is about 50 ns. This shows fast switching on and off ability to operate the light pulse. When
the frequency of light pulse is synchronized with the frequency of ultrasonic stress wave in transparent solid,
the wave pattern appears stationary. The stress induced by ultrasonic wave in polycarbonate is demonstrated
by stroboscopic LED. The stroboscopic light system can be used to visualize the stress distribution induced by
ultrasound propagation in birefringent solids. In the following work, the stress distribution of ultrasound will be
analysed.
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